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if you've ever wondered how software pirates can take software and crack it time and time again,
even with security in place, this small series is for you. even with today's most advanced

methods of defeating piracy in place, it is still relatively easy to crack almost any program in the
world. this is mainly due to computer processes' ability to be completely manipulated by an

assembly debugger. using this, you can completely bypass the registration process by making it
skip the application's key code verification process without using a valid key. this works because

assembly allows you to speak directly to the processor and force a skip over the registration
process. in this null byte, let's go over how cracking could work in practice by looking at an

example program (a program that serves no purpose other than for me to hack). i will not be
walking you through how to actually crack a legitimate program, because i can't just crack a
program for demonstration, but the techniques applied to my examples should give you the

foundation needed to create your own. at that point, it's a test of your morals if you want to use
your knowledge for good or bad. clc genomics has additional functionality through modular
application plugins, which allow users to add specific functions to their software, given their
specific needs. many plugins are freely available (e.g., advanced rnaseq analysis, bisulfite

sequencing, etc), however others require additional license purchases. a general workflow for clc
genomics workbench in a typical scenario is as follows: import sample information. generate

metadata for the sample. determine experiment type (e.g. alignment of rnaseq reads). perform
necessary quality control, and trimming. perform alignment and mapping. annotate (and possibly
filter) mapped reads. analyze (and possibly filter) mapped data. export data in various formats.
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the qiagen clc main workbench software is a comprehensive solution for dna, rna, and protein
sequence data analysis. it has an intuitive graphical user interface, which does not require

advanced computer skills. this powerful software provides a wide variety of features for such
tasks as mapping, assembling, annotating and variant calling. qiagen clc main workbench is

available on windows, macos and linux platforms. qiagen clc main workbench is used by tens of
thousands of researchers all over the world for dna, rna, and protein sequence data analysis. its

wide variety of features are presented in an intuitive graphical user-interface, for which advanced
computer skills are not required. my first step in cracking is to scan the available software on

your computer for any programs that might have vulnerabilities. i use the search feature on my
security software for this, but you can also use many other tools, as long as they are able to scan

for common types of vulnerabilities. to find programs with the word "clc" or "clc genomics" in
their name, search for "clc genomics" on the windows security center. in the screenshot below, i

only include one hit, but there are many more. you can find them by looking at the results, or you
can hit "more". when i find a program, i download it (using a different downloader if i want to

keep the software, or the one that came with it if i don't), if i didn't already have it. if i am
installing a program to be cracked, i run the program and get the process going, if it is not

running already. 5ec8ef588b
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